HIGH POINT MARKET OCTOBER 201 8
FOR IMMEDIATE RELE ASE

For immediate release:
At the October High Point Furniture Market, Stickley presents a new generation of Arts &
Crafts furniture, created from the point of view of new Director of Product Design, Marissa
Brown. Also notable is the introduction of the 2019 Stickley Collector Piece—a unique
combination of materials, surely to be welcome in any home.
The 2019 Stickley Collector Edition Console features a partnership with another American
company, Motawi Tileworks. This multifunctional, handcrafted piece is proudly adorned with
two Riverscape tiles from Motawi. Available in solid, quartersawn white oak or cherry, in a
variety of hand-rubbed finishes.
The new Park Slope Collection, by Ms. Brown, combines familiar Arts & Crafts forms with
organic curves. The result is a refreshing hybrid, equally at home in a Mission or Modern
style dwelling. The collection is anchored by a sweepingly curving bed, paired with tapered
dressers. Dining options include two tables, one featuring spindles in a sloping arc, the other
using spindles for a positive/negative juxtaposition. Also introduced are a display case, buffet
and chair. The Park Slope sofa’s gently curved back is echoed in the companion loveseat, chair
and accent chair. Occasionals are similar enough in style to harmonize, but crafted in form
and materials that are new. The Park Slope collection contains 21 new offerings, all available in
solid, quartersawn white oak or cherry.
With space saving in mind, Stickley is expanding its range of recliners with the introduction
of new wall recliners with articulating headrests. The models include Conroe, Kingwood, and
Woodland and the popular Durango.
Iconic Arts & Crafts sofas and recliners also received new reclining mechanisms—updating
the form for new use.
With a special focus on current and emerging home decorating fashions and trends, Stickley
is introducing 62 new fabrics and 13 leather to the extensive existing choices.
Sustainably made, crafted in the USA, Stickley continues to make fine furniture to last for
generations.
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The Park Slope collection pushes the familiar Stickley Mission collection style into softer, more
sculptural lines, taking traditional Arts & Crafts designs in a fresh and unexpected direction.
The collection includes original designs for the bedroom, dining room and living room, each
with a unique identity connected by the use of distinctive Arts & Crafts elements.
Park Slope designs interact in a novel way, enveloping and sheltering all who seek respite.
Headboards have gentle protective curves. Chairs welcome and embrace their dwellers.
Iconic slats take on a different, dynamic identity throughout the line. Indeed, form finds new
direction this year and yet honors Stickley’s tradition of authentic applications of solid wood
construction and hand finishing that enhances the innate beauty of wood.
The Park Slope collection is the first major work of Marissa Brown, the new Director of Design
for Stickley. “The designs can be placed in an avid collector’s home along with other Art &
Crafts furniture or be used in a modern setting,” says Brown.
Park Slope is available in solid American white oak and black cherry as well as in the full range
of Stickley finishes.
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TR E STLE TAB LE

With clean precise lines of the table resting harmoniously on two elegantly arched trestles
composed of fine spindles, the Park Slope trestle table has a distinctly modern feel.
As with all Park Slope tables, the iconic Arts and Crafts spindles take on a refreshing role.
Spindles are arranged to provide a new perspective at every turn. Palpable patters of light
and shadow change the way the table looks, giving way to nature’s genius geometry at every
angle.
The simple clean line of the tabletop accentuates the natural beauty of solid wood in your
choice of quartersawn white oak or black cherry. Capture vivid color and dimension with
any Stickley hand-rubbed finish. The 78" table extends to 114" with two 18" leaves for larger
gatherings.
The dining collection also includes a unique hexagonal table, chair, buffet, and display cabinet.
Available in solid American white oak and black cherry.

89/91-1530-2LVS

PARK SLOPE TRESTLE TABLE
H30 W42 L78 (2-18" Leaves, Extends to 114")
Oak or Cherry
Approximate Selling Price $3,769
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The striking look of the Park Slope Bed is attributed to the unique combination of iconic Arts
& Crafts elements of tapered columns and square spindles integrated with an organic curved
sculptured rail emblematic of mid-century Scandinavian design.
This unexpected combination of elements works holistically to produce a harmonious design
that envelopes and shelters those who seek rest in its gently curving wings.
The subtle platform base lifts the bed, and combined with the headboard, gives the bed
presence without dominating the room.
The platform bed is the centerpiece of the Park Slope bedroom collection, which include a
dresser, tall dresser, nightstand, bench, and mirror. Made in America, each piece is available in
solid quartersawn white oak or black cherry.

89/91-1510-K

PARK SLOPE PLATFORM BED KING
H56 W87½ L89
Oak or Cherry
Also available in Queen and Cal King
Approximate Selling Price $4,619 Queen
$5,019 King
$5,239 Cal King
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ACCE NT CHAI R

The Park Slope Accent Chair is formed from tall square spindles that work with the dramatic
sculptural armrest to create a sheltering curve that welcomes you with an embrace.
Enhanced by hand-applied polished finishes, the broad surface showcases all the fine curves
and natural beauty you expect from American hardwood.
Thanks to the harmonious interplay of the spindles, the armrest is as beautiful as it is
comfortable. Feel flowing curves meet your hands as you take hold of the armrest. Take in the
subtly fluted legs and exquisite curvatures that give the Park Slope Chair a graceful presence.
Park Slope setting includes; sofa, love seat, chair, ottoman and is completed with a console
table and a selection of occasional tables. Available in American white oak and cherry and
the full range of Stickley finishes.

89/91-1564

PARK SLOPE ACCENT CHAIR
H30 W26½ D23
Oak or Cherry
Approximate Selling Price $1,459
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TH E 2019 COL L ECTOR EDITION
CO N SO LE

MOTAWI “RIVERSCAPE” TILES — H4 W12

TH E 2019 COL L ECTOR EDITION
CO N SO LE

For the first time in the Collector Edition series, Stickley has unveiled a craftsman quality piece
that features beautifully handcrafted, American-made ceramic art tile by Motawi Tileworks.
The 2019 Collector Edition Console Table adds natural beauty to any room. Starting with beautiful
American hardwoods, materials are meticulously crafted in the U.S. and then adorned with the
rich hues of handcrafted Motawi Riverscape tile - an original Nawal Motawi design. Detailed tile
lines add depth and dimension. Serene shades of color add natural charm and grace.
Using virtually all the hallmark joinery of Arts & Crafts design and quality, the console table’s
construction includes tongue and groove boards, through-tenon joints and pinned mortise &
tenons to add strength to the frame. The drawer features dovetail joints and is center guided so it
will never stick. Construction features all of the skill and craftsmanship you expect from Stickley in
one elegant piece of practical furniture.
The 2019 Collector Edition Console Table is a versatile way to add timeless character to any space.
Use it as a welcoming entryway table, a convenient desk, sofa table or everyday console. The
choice is yours. Available in solid quartersawn white oak or black cherry and all of Stickley’s hand
rubbed finishes.
The 2019 Collector Edition will be unveiled on October 12th, 2018 at the High Point Furniture
Market. Initial orders placed after the first 30 days of the reveal become the first “cutting” - a
coveted allotment of pieces that bear the iconic Stickley shop mark on a special metal plaque that
includes the limited production number.
Own a piece of American-made history that is sure to inspire and delight for generations to come.

89/91-2019-CE

2019 COLLECTOR EDITION CONSOLE
H32 W56 D15
Oak or Cherry
Approximate Selling Price $1,995
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